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sunny, With never a sigh,

Don't need what
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money can buy.

Birds in the
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C\m7  Gm\6  E\b7  G\m  Gm\7

tree sing  Their  day-ful of song,  Why should - n't

C\m7  F7  B\b  Fm\7  B\b  Fm\7  B\b  D  D7

we sing a-long?  I'm chip-per

Faug5  D7  Cm\7  E\b7  D  D7

all the day,  Happy with my lot.  How do I

Faug5  D7  Cm\7  F7  Edim  G\b7  F7  B\b\6  Ddim  F7

get that way?  Look at what I've got:
REFRAIN (with abandon)

_I_ got ry__thm, _I_ got mu__sic,

_I_ got my man Who could ask for an-y-thing more?

_I_ got dais-ies In green pas-tures, _I_ got

my man Who could ask for an-y-thing more? Old Man